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The concept
MulteFire™ operates LTE technology standalone in unlicensed or shared spectrum. Businesses and
property owners can buy, install and operate their own MulteFire network in the same way as they
do for Wi-Fi. This incorporates LTE functionality supporting voice and data, either independently as
a private network and/or interworking with existing mobile networks to provide secure, seamless
service as a neutral host.
MulteFire is suitable for any spectrum band that requires over-the-air contention for fair sharing,
such as the global 5 GHz unlicensed spectrum band or shared spectrum in the upcoming 3.5 GHz
band in the U.S. It builds on elements of the 3GPP Release 13/14 standards for Licensed Assisted
Access (LAA/eLAA) which modifies standard LTE to operate in global unlicensed spectrum.
Enhancements including Listen-Before-Talk (LBT) have been designed to efficiently co-exist
with other spectrum users, such as Wi-Fi or LAA.

The full range of LTE services is possible including VoLTE (Voice), high speed Mobile
Broadband (data), LTE Broadcast and IoT optimizations. MulteFire promises LTE-like
performance with the simplicity of Wi-Fi-like deployments.
As with mobile networks, there will be fully transparent and seamless mobility as you walk around
a building, handing over between small cells as required. MulteFire can interwork with external
mobile networks to provide service continuity when users leave the area.
Since MulteFire is based on LTE, it will operate in 20 MHz TDD sub-bands, capable of peak data rates
up to 400 Mbps (using 4x4 MIMO with 256 QAM). Furthermore, the standard allows multiple subbands to be aggregated to achieve even higher speeds.
MulteFire can operate anywhere worldwide, without further regulatory approval, costly spectrum
or specialist expertise. It uses many of the sophisticated features designed into LTE to deliver high
performance, seamless mobility and resilience, even in highly congested environments. As with
Wi-Fi, multiple MulteFire networks can co-exist, overlap or be friendly neighbours in the same
physical space.
MulteFire unleashes enormous potential for small cells to become more widely adopted, especially
indoors, and could form a useful multi-operator solution for building owners at lower cost than
today’s DAS by acting as a neutral host or single-operator enterprise solution.
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Realisation and compatibility
MulteFire is most appropriately implemented using Small Cells due to the low transmit power
typically imposed on unlicensed or shared spectrum bands. The smaller footprint of each cell leads
to greater spectrum reuse, delivering high capacity in dense environments such as stadiums, malls,
airports and train stations.
Listen-Before-Talk and dynamic sub-band selection simplify and avoid the need for specialist RF
planning. Like LAA and eLAA, MulteFire can dynamically detect and select the least used sub-bands
to avoid other users such as Wi-Fi. It will also use LBT to ensure fair co-existence when sub-bands
have to be shared with other users.
MulteFire has been specified to comply with global regulatory requirements, such as LBT, ensuring
the same mass-market products will be equally applicable for use anywhere and fully compatible
with other deployments worldwide.

Compatible devices could include data-only dongles, smartphones, tablets and computers. These
will require new hardware and chipsets, but will share many of the same enhancements required
for LAA and eLAA.
LTE inherently incorporates strong security mechanisms, ensuring authentication of devices,
networks and encrypting data traffic. MulteFire devices could either have physical SIM cards
or virtual eSIMs to support service continuity from external mobile networks.
Alternatively, any MulteFire network could issue its own SIM cards or eSIMs for use with its own
services. It is also possible for standalone networks to allow open access from devices without
or regardless of a SIM card, automatically self-provisioning a local identity.
MulteFire can also support IoT use cases through optimizations such as eMTC (defined in 3GPP R13),
which reduces device complexity and extends battery life and range.
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Co-existence with Wi-Fi
There is much industry debate and concern about the impact on existing
use of unlicensed spectrum, principally occupied today by Wi-Fi. There
are regional variations on regulatory requirements, with concerns raised
that unmodified LTE in unlicensed bands would swamp other users and
cause havoc to Wi-Fi installations.
MulteFire is based on LAA and eLAA for downlink and uplink respectively.
These modify LTE transmissions to behave co-operatively with known
and unknown users sharing the same band using over-the-air contention
based techniques including Listen-Before-Talk. This is designed to meet
regulatory requirements worldwide and would comply with those even
in regions where this is not required. This enables harmonious coexistence between MulteFire and other unlicensed technologies such as
Wi-Fi. With these techniques, MulteFire is suitable for any band that requires over-the-air contention
for fair sharing of spectrum, and one example is the upcoming three tiered 3.5 GHz CBRS spectrum in
the U.S. with the General Authorized Access (GAA) tier that benefits from over-the-air contention as
deployments expand.
As an example, European Regulations mandate that any RF transmission equipment using the 5 GHz
band must comply with ETSI standard EN 300 893, which specifies spectrum sharing mechanisms
and RF output power limits. These specifications are expected to be refined in 2016 to ensure that
all technologies, including Wi-Fi, LAA and MulteFire behave co-operatively, such as stating the same
energy detect level required to back-off for other users.
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Enhancements from 3GPP standards
The MulteFire Alliance is developing its own specification, Release 1, due out in Q4 2016. This is
extremely close to the completed 3GPP Release 13 specification that was frozen in March 2016,
defining the downlink for LAA and forthcoming Release 14 defining the uplink for eLAA, adding
some subtle refinements and the ability to operate without an anchor in licensed spectrum. The
same technical experts are involved in both activities, ensuring close alignment and compatibility.

What is the MulteFire Alliance?
The MulteFire Alliance is an open global industry consortium defining
and promoting the application of LTE and next generation mobile cellular
technology in configurations that use only unlicensed radio spectrum.
Members include component vendors, equipment vendors and network
operators.
www.multefire.org

MulteFire uses the same channel
for both downlink and uplink
transmissions, just as TD-LTE.
It is based on the same frame
configuration but enhanced to be
dynamic and floating rather than
fixed format. This improves coexistence with uncoordinated users
sharing the same frequency. It also
reduces the need for precisely
synchronised frame timing. A fixed
frame configuration ideally gives
the highest efficiency, but would be counter productive where there
are other uncoordinated networks co-existing in the same spectrum.
Service continuity is provided with external networks. A key element
of the MulteFire specification is support for fully seamless transition
as you enter a building. Each user could be transferred from their
own home network without dropping voice calls or data sessions,
enabled through interworking between neutral host deployments
and mobile operators.

MulteFire is based on
3GPP standards, such as
the technical specification
shown above
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Three alternative architectures
MulteFire can be deployed in multiple configurations,
from standalone, self-contained deployments to tightly
integrated with a mobile network:
1)

Local IP Services

Completely standalone as a private self-contained
network. This would encompass the MulteFire core
network which supports an optimized and reduced
LTE RAN and Core network, with all key capabilities
including voice and data services. Inbound/outbound
voice calls could be made via an Enterprise PBX. Data
sessions could be connected to the Internet and/or
Intranet. No SIM Card is required, although private
SIM cards or eSIMs could be issued.

MF CN
MF RAN

2) A self-contained network as above but with
interworking with mobile networks to operate as
a neutral host and serve multiple operators. The
MF UE
Untrusted Non-3GPP IW model specified in 3GPP
TS23.402 is applied in this scenario to gain SIM-based
service from mobile operators, which references
1) Standalone MulteFire Network
Hotspot 2.0 for SIM based authentication. Non-SIM
bases interworking would also be possible based
on Hotspot 2.0 functionally and is also specified by
the Alliance. This may be facilitated via a centralized
management entity dealing with
Local IP Services
multiple neutral host deployments
or direct interconnect by each
operator. It requires a signaling
connection to provide service
3GPP
AAA
continuity for visiting subscribers.
MF CN
AAA
Existing SIM cards would be used
to gain access to PLMN operator
PSP
MNO EPC
services, while other types of
MF RAN
authentication could be used for
simple IP connectivity.

MNO IP Services
MF UE

2) M
 ulteFire Network with roaming
to external mobile networks
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3) A tightly integrated MulteFire
network with a RAN
interconnection through an S1 type
of interface to the mobile network.
This relies on the core network of
an existing network operator and
operates as if just another part of
their radio network. Existing SIM
cards would be used.
It’s also possible for a MulteFire
installation to support any or all of
these three modes simultaneously,
especially scenario 1) and 2) where
the same network acts as a neutral host.
This may be useful when servicing both
visitors and staff through separate
core networks.

MNO IP Services

3GPP CN
MulteFire
Network

MNO
Network

3GPP RAN

MF RAN
MOBILITY

MF UE

3) M
 ulteFire enables
mobility with
external mobile
networks

Business drivers
Freedom from licensed spectrum is likely to unleash a wide range of opportunities previously
not commercially viable. Some believe this is the key to unlocking the full potential of Small Cell
technology to spur more indoor deployments. This is expected to deliver higher quality performance
and service than today’s Wi-Fi, particularly in busy and densely populated areas with high levels
of interference.
MulteFire allows building owners, municipalities, and other businesses to buy, install and operate
their own networks without any special permission, licences or constraints. Relatively inexpensive,
mass market and globally applicable products will become available worldwide. Third parties can
install managed networks.

We can expect the Enterprise sector to be an early adopter of MulteFire, in order
to provide dedicated private networks with reliable and consistent service.
Examples include offices, retail outlets, campuses and factories where independent
secure networks are deployed.
Many Enterprises would like to deploy their own in-building wireless systems but have been put
off either by the high cost of DAS or the single operator lock-in of small cells in licensed spectrum.
MulteFire overcomes both of those constraints with a wireless solution that is compatible with
all networks at a viable price point.
Mobile operators with more limited spectrum assets may find the opportunity to serve
customers through unlicensed spectrum a great advantage. Where a MulteFire system is funded
by a building owner or business, the financial case to expand network footprint at minimal cost
may be very attractive.
©ThinkSmallCell 2016
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Managed service/system aggregators
There has been much interest in centralised managed services for Small Cells, often called Neutral
Hosts. Several companies offer this service today based on licensed spectrum, hosting their own
centralised Small Cell gateways and interconnecting with mobile networks. These offer the scalability
to address thousands of smaller independent businesses that larger operators are not logistically
setup to deal with. For enterprises, they offer gateways connected to multiple network operators
and thus provide maximum compatibility for both staff and visitors.

There is no reason why these aggregators could not also manage MulteFire
deployments, both standalone with their own core networks or using a centralised
small cell gateway.

Operator 1

Operator 2

Operator 3

Neutral Host Aggregator

Enterprise

Enterprise

Managed service aggregating many MulteFire networks and interconnecting with multiple external mobile
network operators
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System installers/integrators
There are many large and small companies installing and managing Wi-Fi networks today for
Enterprises of all sizes. There is a lot of similarity with Small Cell installation and it seems likely
that the same companies would evolve to handle both.
Larger and more complex installations may require a greater degree of expertise. Perhaps system
integrators familiar with cellular in-building systems may expand their remit to include MulteFire
to augment existing equipment operating in licensed spectrum.

T hey are likely to partner with one or more
managed service aggregators who would
handle the system configuration and
optimisation.”

Fixed network operators and MSOs
Many fixed network providers have exploited Wi-Fi through millions of hotspots and public Wi-Fi.
Quality of service is variable and requires extensive engineering and ongoing optimisation.
Take-up of Wi-Fi offload has not grown as rapidly as forecast, with some of the larger public
Wi-Fi deployments reverting to LTE.
MulteFire opens an opportunity for telecom operators, such as cable operators and fixed ISPs
without access to licensed spectrum to deploy LTE and offer seamless roaming in conjunction
with mobile operators.
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Timescale and dependencies
The MulteFire Alliance plans to publish its Release 1 specification in Q4 2016. This will be heavily
based on the LAA 3GPP Release 13 specifications ready and frozen in March 2016, and under
development for Release 14 primarily adding uplink support (eLAA).
Demonstrations of both LAA, eLAA and MulteFire have already been made, and the technology is
well understood. Multiple MulteFire Alliance members showed co-existence with Wi-Fi and enhanced
performance during Mobile World Congress 2016. There have been many simulations to establish
performance under heavy load. The Alliance is confident that the specifications can be easily
implemented and deployed.

LTE small cell as well as enterprise Wi-Fi vendors are likely to incorporate MulteFire
into their portfolio and we should expect to see products become available once
the specification has been ratified.
The MulteFire Alliance plans to establish a certification program similar to that of the Wi-Fi Alliance,
whereby product vendors can complete independent testing and market their products as MulteFire
capable.
Devices such as dongles, smartphones, tablets and computers will require a MulteFire capable
chipset. It is expected that chipsets being developed for LAA/eLAA will also inherently support
MulteFire, and will become mass market and mainstream. It may take a little time to seed the market
with a critical mass of MulteFire capable devices, but specific private network applications could
accelerate initial take-up.
In parallel, we can continue to expect to see on-going investment in licensed LTE networks. More
spectrum will be refarmed for use with LTE and more voice traffic will migrate across to VoLTE, setting
the scene for wider compatibility with MulteFire deployments in the medium term.

 hat MulteFire does is unleash the potential for
W
widespread innovation, unconstrained by regulators
and expands the LTE ecosystem.”
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